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(57) Provided is an image processing device capable
of obtaining a trimming image including a characteristic
part of a target image without having a person to select
the characteristic part of the target image. A setting unit
(50) sets a plurality of trimming candidate areas in a target
image. A calculation unit (52) calculates, with respect to
each of a plurality of trimming candidate areas, a total
value of edge amounts of pixels in the trimming candidate
area. A determination unit (54) determines a trimming
area from among the plurality of trimming candidate ar-
eas, based on the total value of each of the plurality of
trimming candidate areas. An obtaining unit (56) obtains
an image in the trimming area.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to an image processing device, a method for controlling an image processing
device, a program, and an information storage medium.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] There has been known a web service employing an interface for displaying a plurality of images aligned. For
example, there have been known a service for disclosing a cooking image contributed by a user together with its recipe,
a service for disclosing an automobile image contributed by a user, and the like.
[0003] In displaying a plurality of images aligned in the above described service, a thumbnail image that is generated
by trimming a part of an original image is often used. Conventionally, such a thumbnail image is often generated manually.
In recent years, however, an increasing number of web services involving a large amount of such images come to be
available, and accordingly, a technique for efficiently generating a large amount of thumbnail images is strongly desired.
[0004] As such a technique, there has been known a technique for automatically generating a thumbnail image from
an image by trimming at a predetermined fixed position, for example.
[0005] Patent Literature 1, for example, discloses trimming so as to generate a trimming image showing a key object
that is selected by a user and that is positioned at the center.

CITATION LIST

PATENT LITERATURE

[0006] Patent Literature 1: JP 2004-289706 A

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

Technical Problem

[0007] In generation of a thumbnail image from an image, it is desirable that the thumbnail image includes a charac-
teristic part of the original image. However, in generation the thumbnail image from the image by trimming at a prede-
termined fixed position, trimming is made at the predetermined fixed position irrespective of the content of the original
image. Therefore, the characteristic part of the original image may not be included in the resultant thumbnail image, a
desirable thumbnail image cannot be provided. Further, according to the technique described in Patent Literature 1,
although it is possible to obtain a trimming image showing a key object positioned at the center thereof, the technique
described in Patent Literature 1 requires a person to select the key object.
[0008] The present invention has been conceived in view of the above, and aims to provide an image processing
device, a method for controlling an image processing device, a program, and an information storage medium capable
of obtaining a trimming image including a characteristic part of a target image, without having a person to select the
characteristic part of the target image.

Solution to Problem

[0009] In order to achieve the above described object, an image processing device according to the present invention
is an image processing device comprising: setting means for setting a plurality of trimming candidate areas in a target
image; calculation means for calculating, with respect to each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas, a total value
of edge amounts of pixels in the trimming candidate area; determination means for determining a trimming area from
among the plurality of trimming candidate areas, based on the total value of each of the plurality of trimming candidate
areas; and obtaining means for obtaining an image in the trimming area.
[0010] A method for controlling an image processing device according to the present invention is a method for controlling
an image processing device, the method comprising: a setting step of setting a plurality of trimming candidate areas in
a target image; a calculation step of calculating, with respect to each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas, a total
value of edge amounts of pixels in the trimming candidate area; a determination step of determining a trimming area
from among the plurality of trimming candidate areas, based on the total value of each of the plurality of trimming
candidate areas; and an obtaining step of obtaining an image in the trimming area.
[0011] A program according to the present invention is a program for causing a computer to function as: setting means
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for setting a plurality of trimming candidate areas in a target image; calculation means for calculating, with respect to
each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas, a total value of edge amounts of pixels in the trimming candidate area;
determination means for determining a trimming area from among the plurality of trimming candidate areas, based on
the total value of each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas; and obtaining means for obtaining an image in the
trimming area.
[0012] An information storage medium according to the present invention is a computer readable information storage
medium storing a program for causing a computer to function as: setting means for setting a plurality of trimming candidate
areas in a target image; calculation means for calculating, with respect to each of the plurality of trimming candidate
areas, a total value of edge amounts of pixels in the trimming candidate area; determination means for determining a
trimming area from among the plurality of trimming candidate areas, based on the total value of each of the plurality of
trimming candidate areas; and obtaining means for obtaining an image in the trimming area.
[0013] According to one aspect of the present invention, the determination means may comprise means for determining
a trimming candidate area of which the total value is a maximum among the plurality of trimming candidate areas as the
trimming area.
[0014] According to one aspect of the present invention, the image processing device may further comprises second
calculation means for calculating, with respect to each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas, a divided value or
an inverted value thereof, the divided value being obtained by dividing the total value of the trimming candidate area by
the total value of edge amounts of pixels in at least one boundary part of the trimming candidate area, and the determination
means may determine the trimming area from among the plurality of trimming candidate areas, based on the divided
value or the inverted value of each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas.
[0015] According to one aspect of the present invention, the determination means may comprise means for determining
a trimming candidate area of which the divided value is a maximum or a trimming candidate area of which the inverted
value is a minimum among the plurality of trimming candidate areas as the trimming area.
[0016] According to one aspect of the present invention, the image processing device may further comprise means
for calculating, with respect to each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas, a total value of edge amounts of pixels
in a first boundary part of the trimming candidate area as a first total value; and means for calculating, with respect to
each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas, a total value of edge amounts of pixels in a second boundary part of
the trimming candidate area as a second total value, the second boundary part being opposite to the first boundary part,
and the second calculation means may calculate, with respect to each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas, a
divided value or an inverted value thereof, the divided value being obtained by dividing the total value of the trimming
candidate area by larger one of the first total value and the second total value of the trimming candidate area.
[0017] According to one aspect of the present invention, the calculation means may calculate a weighted total value
of the edge amounts of the pixels in the trimming candidate area as the total value of the edge amounts of the pixels in
the trimming candidate area, and the calculation means may set a higher weight for an edge amount of a pixel in a
middle part of the trimming candidate area than a weight for an edge amount of a pixel in a boundary part of the trimming
candidate area.
[0018] According to one aspect of the present invention, the edge amount may be an amount relevant to a difference
in brightness between a pixel and a pixel around the pixel.
[0019] According to one aspect of the present invention, the edge amount may be an amount relevant to a difference
in hue between a pixel and a pixel around the pixel.
[0020] According to one aspect of the present invention, the image processing device may further comprise means
for removing a part including an end part of the image in the trimming area and including no pixel of which an edge
amount is equal to or larger than a reference amount.
[0021] According to one aspect of the present invention, the image processing device may further comprise means
for storing correlation data for correlating distribution pattern information to each of a plurality of kinds of trimming area
determination processings for determining the trimming area from among the plurality of trimming candidate areas, the
distribution pattern information being information on a distribution pattern of an edge amount of an image, and the
determination means may determine the trimming area from among the plurality of trimming candidate areas, based on
the total value of each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas, through trimming area determination processing
correlated to a distribution pattern of an edge amount of the target image.
[0022] According to one aspect of the present invention, the determination means may comprise means for determining
a plurality of trimming areas corresponding to the plurality of kinds of trimming area determination processings by
determining the trimming area from among the plurality of trimming candidate areas based on the total value of each of
the plurality of trimming candidate areas, through each of the plurality of kinds of trimming area determination processings,
and the image processing device may further comprise display control means for displaying images in the plurality of
trimming areas on a display means; receiving means for receiving at least one image selected by a user among the
images in the plurality of trimming areas; and update means for updating the correlation data, based on a result of
selection by the user.
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[0023] According to one aspect of the present invention, the image processing device may further comprise means
for storing correlation data for correlating distribution pattern information to each of a plurality of kinds of trimming area
determination processings for determining the trimming area from among the plurality of trimming candidate areas, the
distribution pattern information being information on a distribution pattern of an edge amount of an image, the determi-
nation means may comprise means for determining a plurality of trimming areas corresponding to the plurality of kinds
of trimming area determination processings by determining the trimming area from among the plurality of trimming
candidate areas based on the total value of each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas, through each of the plurality
of kinds of trimming area determination processings, the image processing device may further comprise display control
means for displaying images in the plurality of trimming areas on display means; and receiving means for receiving at
least one image selected by a user among the images in the plurality of trimming areas, and the display control means
may display preferentially or distinctively an image in a trimming area corresponding to trimming area determination
processing correlated to a distribution pattern of an edge amount of the target image, among the images in the plurality
of trimming areas.
[0024] According to one aspect of the present invention may further comprise update means for updating the correlation
data, based on a result of selection by the user.
[0025] According to one aspect of the present invention, the plurality of kinds of trimming area determination processings
may include trimming area determination processing for determining a trimming candidate area of which the total value
is a maximum among the plurality of trimming candidate areas as the trimming area, and trimming area determination
processing for determining a trimming candidate area of which a divided value is a maximum among the plurality of
trimming candidate areas as the trimming area, the divided value being obtained by dividing the total value by a total
value of edge amounts of pixels in at least one boundary part of the trimming candidate area.
[0026] According to one aspect of the present invention, the calculation means may comprise first calculation means
for calculating, with respect to each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas, a total value of first edge amounts of
pixels in the trimming candidate area as a first total value, and second calculation means for calculating, with respect
to each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas, a total value of second edge amounts of pixels in the trimming
candidate area as a second total value, the first edge amount may be an amount relevant to a difference in hue between
a pixel and a pixel around the pixel, the second edge amount may be an amount relevant to a difference in brightness
between a pixel and a pixel around the pixel, and the plurality of kinds of trimming area determination processings may
include trimming area determination processing for determining a trimming area from among the plurality of trimming
candidate areas based on the first total value of each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas, and trimming area
determination processing for determining a trimming area from among the plurality of trimming candidate areas based
on the second total value of each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas.
[0027] According to one aspect of the present invention, the setting means may set a partial area in the target image
as a trimming candidate area, and may move the trimming candidate area vertically and/or horizontally in the target
image to thereby set the plurality of trimming candidate areas.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0028] According to the present invention, it is possible to obtain a trimming image including a characteristic part of a
target image, without having a person to select the characteristic part of the target image.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0029]

FIG. 1 shows one example of a hardware structure of an image processing device according to an embodiment of
the present invention;
FIG. 2 shows one example of a cooking image;
FIG. 3 shows another example of the cooking image;
FIG. 4 shows one example of a trimming image;
FIG. 5 shows another example of the trimming image;
FIG. 6 explains a pixel of the cooking image;
FIG. 7 is a function block diagram of the image processing device;
FIG. 8A explains a trimming candidate area;
FIG. 8B explains the trimming candidate area;
FIG. 8C explains the trimming candidate area;
FIG. 8D explains the trimming candidate area;
FIG. 9A explains the trimming candidate area;
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FIG. 9B explains the trimming candidate area;
FIG. 9C explains the trimming candidate area;
FIG. 9D explains the trimming candidate area;
FIG. 10 explains a trimming area determination unit;
FIG. 11 explains the trimming area determination unit;
FIG. 12 is a flowchart showing one example of processing executed in the image processing device;
FIG. 13 is a flowchart showing one example of processing executed in the image processing device;
FIG. 14 explains a boundary part of the trimming candidate area;
FIG. 15 explains the boundary part of the trimming candidate area;
FIG. 16 explains a plurality of kinds of trimming area determination processings;
FIG. 17 shows one example of a trimming image selection screen;
FIG. 18 is a flowchart showing another example of processing executing in the image processing device;
FIG. 19 shows one example of trimming area determination processing data;
FIG. 20 is a flowchart showing another example of processing executed in the image processing device;
FIG. 21 shows one example of selection result data;
FIG. 22 is a flowchart showing another example of processing executed in the image processing device;
FIG. 23 is a flowchart showing another example of processing executed in the image processing device;
FIG. 24 is a flowchart showing another example of the trimming candidate area;
FIG. 25 is a flowchart showing another example of processing executed in the image processing device;
FIG. 26 is a flowchart showing another example of processing executed in the image processing device; and
FIG. 27 explains a trimming image obtaining unit.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0030] In the following, examples of embodiments of the present invention will be described in detail, based on the
drawings.
[0031] [First Embodiment] Initially, a first embodiment of the present invention will be described. An image processing
device according to the first embodiment of the present invention is implemented using, for example, a desk top computer,
a lap top computer, a tablet computer, a server computer, or the like. FIG. 1 shows one example of a hardware structure
of an image processing device 10 according to the first embodiment.
[0032] As shown in FIG. 1, the image processing device 10 includes a control unit 11, a storage unit 12, an optical
disk drive unit 13, a communication interface unit 14, an operation unit 15, a display unit 16, and a sound output unit 17.
[0033] The control unit 11 includes one or more microprocessors, for example, and executes information processing
according to an operating system or a program stored in the storage unit 12. The storage unit 12 includes a RAM, a
hard disk, or a solid state drive, for example. The optical disk drive unit 13 reads a program and data stored in an optical
disk (an information storage medium).
[0034] A program and data is supplied to the storage unit 12 via an optical disk. That is, an optical disk storing a
program and data is mounted in the optical disk drive unit 13, and the program and data is read from the optical disk by
the optical disk drive unit 13, and stored in the storage unit 12. The optical disk drive unit 13 is not an essential structural
element. A structural element for reading a program or data stored in an information storage medium other than an
optical disk (for example, a memory card) may be included instead of the optical disk drive unit 13, so that a program
and data may be supplied to the storage unit 12 via an information storage medium other than an optical disk.
[0035] The communication interface unit 14 is an interface for connecting the image processing device 10 to a com-
munication network. The image processing device 10 can exchange data with other devices (for example, a server or
the like) via a communication network. A program and data may be supplied to the storage unit 12 via a communication
network.
[0036] The operation unit 15 is used by a user for operation. For example, a keyboard, a touch pad, a mouse, a touch
panel, a stick (a lever), or the like, corresponds to the operation unit 15. The display unit 16 is, for example, a liquid
crystal display or the like, and the sound output unit 17 is, for example, a speaker, a headphone terminal, or the like.
[0037] The image processing device 10 can access a database 20. The database 20 may be implemented in a device
(for example, a server) other than the image processing device 10 or in the image processing device 10.
[0038] An image is stored in the database 20. For example, an image disclosed by a service provided by a web server
(not shown) is stored in the database 20. For example, when a service for disclosing a cooking image contributed by a
contributor is provided, the cooking image contributed by the contributor is stored in the database 20. For example, when
a service for disclosing an automobile image contributed by a contributor is provided, the automobile image contributed
by the contributor is stored in the database 20.
[0039] In the following, description is made based on an assumption that a cooking image contributed by a contributor
is stored in the database 20. FIGs 2 and 3 show an example of the cooking image stored in the database 20. The cooking
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image 30 shown in FIG. 2 is a vertically long image having a vertical side of a length (the number of pixels) longer than
the length (the number of pixels) of a horizontal side thereof. Meanwhile, the cooking image 30 shown in FIG. 3 is a
horizontally long image having a horizontal side of a length longer than the length of a vertical side thereof.
[0040] In the following, a technique for generating a trimming image (a thumbnail image) of the cooking image 30
contributed by the contributor by trimming (cutting out) a part of the cooking image 30 will be described. In particular, a
technique for generating a trimming image including a characteristic part of the cooking image 30 without having a person
to select the characteristic part of the cooking image 30 will be described below.
[0041] Below, a case will be described in which a square trimming image having a side of a length equal to the length
of the shorter side of the cooking image is generated from the cooking image 30. FIG. 4 shows one example of a trimming
image of the cooking image 30 shown in FIG. 2, and FIG. 5 shows one example of a trimming image of the cooking
image 30 shown in FIG. 3. The length of each side of the trimming image 40 shown in FIG. 4 is equal to the length (w)
of the horizontal side of the cooking image 30 shown in FIG. 2. Meanwhile, the length of each side of the trimming image
40 shown in FIG. 5 is equal to the length (h) of the vertical side of the cooking image 30 shown in FIG. 3.
[0042] Below, as shown in FIG. 6, each pixel of the cooking image 30 is expressed as (x, y) according to a coordinate
system having the upper left end pixel of the cooking image 30 as the origin, the rightward direction as the X axial positive
direction, and the downward direction as the Y axial positive direction. For example, the upper left end pixel of the cooking
image 30 is expressed as (0, 0) and the upper right end pixel as (w-1, 0). Further, for example, the lower left end pixel
of the cooking image 30 is expressed as (0, h-1), and the lower right end pixel as (w-1, h-1).
[0043] FIG. 7 is a function block diagram showing function blocks relevant to the present invention among those
achieved in the image processing device 10 according to the first embodiment. As shown in FIG. 7, the image processing
device 10 includes a trimming candidate area setting unit 50, a calculation unit 52, a trimming area determination unit
54, and a trimming image obtaining unit 56.
[0044] The trimming candidate area setting unit 50 sets a plurality of trimming candidate areas in a target image. The
"target image" refers to an image that is a target of trimming processing. The cooking image 30 contributed by the
contributor corresponds to the "target image" in this embodiment.
[0045] FIGs 8 and 9 explain a trimming candidate area. The size of a trimming candidate area 60 is set equal to that
of the trimming image 40 to be generated. For example, in the case of generating of a square image having a side of a
length equal to the length of the shorter side of the cooking image 30 (the target image) as the trimming image 40 of the
cooking image 30, the trimming candidate area 60 is set as a square area having a side of a length equal to the length
of the shorter side of the cooking image 30.
[0046] For example, if the cooking image 30 is a vertically long image, as shown in FIG. 8, the trimming candidate
area 60 is a square area having a side of a length equal to the length (w) of the horizontal side of the cooking image 30.
Meanwhile, if the cooking image 30 is a horizontally long image, as shown in FIG. 9, the trimming candidate area 60 is
a square area having a side of a length equal to the length (h) of the vertical side of the cooking image 30.
[0047] The trimming candidate area setting unit 50 sets a plurality of trimming candidate areas 60 by setting a partial
area within the cooking image 30 as a trimming candidate area 60, and by moving the trimming candidate area 60
vertically and/or horizontally in the cooking image 30.
[0048] For example, if the cooking image 30 is a vertically long image, as shown in FIG. 8, the trimming candidate
area setting unit 50 sets the initial position of the trimming candidate area 60 such that the upper left end pixel of the
trimming candidate area 60 coincides with the upper left end pixel of the cooking image 30 (see FIG. 8(A)). In other
words, the trimming candidate area setting unit 50 sets the initial position of the trimming candidate area 60 such that
the upper boundary 62U of the trimming candidate area 60 coincides with the upper side 32U of the cooking image 30.
[0049] Then, the trimming candidate area setting unit 50 moves the trimming candidate area 60 downward by one
pixel within the cooking image 30 (see FIG. 8 (B)). Then, the trimming candidate area setting unit 50 further moves the
trimming candidate area 60 downward by one pixel within the cooking image 30 (see FIG. 8 (C)). In the above described
manner, the trimming candidate area setting unit 50 keeps moving the trimming candidate area 60 downward by one
pixel within the cooking image 30 until the lower boundary 62D of the trimming candidate area 60 falls on the lower side
32D of the cooking image 30 (see FIG. 8(D)). When the lower boundary 62D of the trimming candidate area 60 falls on
the lower side 32D of the cooking image 30, the upper left end pixel of the trimming candidate area 60 coincides with
the pixel (0, h-w-1) of the cooking image 30.
[0050] Alternatively, the trimming candidate area setting unit 50 may set the initial position of the trimming candidate
area 60 such that the lower left end pixel of the trimming candidate area 60 coincides with the lower left end pixel of the
cooking image 30. In other words, the trimming candidate area setting unit 50 may set the initial position of the trimming
candidate area 60 such that the lower boundary 62D of the trimming candidate area 60 coincides with the lower side
32D of the cooking image 30. Then the trimming candidate area setting unit 50 may keep moving the trimming candidate
area 60 upward by one pixel within the cooking image 30 until the upper boundary 62U of the trimming candidate area
60 falls on the upper side 32U of the cooking image 30.
[0051] Meanwhile, if the cooking image 30 is a horizontally long image, as shown in FIG. 9, the trimming candidate
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area setting unit 50 sets the initial position of the trimming candidate area 60 such that the upper left end pixel of the
trimming candidate area 60 coincides with the upper left end pixel of the cooking image 30 (see FIG. 9(A)). In other
words, the trimming candidate area setting unit 50 sets the initial position of the trimming candidate area 60 such that
the left boundary 62L of the trimming candidate area 60 coincides with the left side 32L of the cooking image 30.
[0052] Then, the trimming candidate area setting unit 50 moves the trimming candidate area 60 rightward by one pixel
within the cooking image 30 (see FIG. 9(B)). Then, the trimming candidate area setting unit 50 further moves the trimming
candidate area 60 rightward by one pixel within the cooking image 30 (see FIG. 9 (C)). In the above described manner,
the trimming candidate area setting unit 50 keeps moving the trimming candidate area 60 rightward by one pixel within
the cooking image 30 until the right boundary 62R of the trimming candidate area 60 falls on the right side 32R of the
cooking image 30 (see FIG. 9(D)). When the right boundary 62R of the trimming candidate area 60 falls on the right side
32R of the cooking image 30, the upper left end pixel of the trimming candidate area 60 coincides with the pixel (w-h-
1, 0) of the cooking image 30.
[0053] Alternatively, the trimming candidate area setting unit 50 may set the initial position of the trimming candidate
area 60 such that the upper right end pixel of the trimming candidate area 60 coincides with the upper right end pixel of
the cooking image 30. In other words, the trimming candidate area setting unit 50 may set the initial position of the
trimming candidate area 60 such that the right boundary 62R of the trimming candidate area 60 coincides with the right
side 32R of the cooking image 30. Then, the trimming candidate area setting unit 50 may keep moving the trimming
candidate area 60 leftward by one pixel within the cooking image 30 until the left boundary 62L of the trimming candidate
area 60 falls on the left side 32L of the cooking image 30.
[0054] The calculation unit 52 calculates, with respect to each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas 60, a total
value of edge amounts of pixels in the trimming candidate area 60. The "edge" refers to an extent of change in the color
in the target image. The "edge amount of a pixel" refers to an amount relevant to a difference in the hue (color phase)
between a pixel and a pixel around that pixel.
[0055] A publicly known method can be used as a method for calculating the edge amount of a pixel. For example,
Sobel filter can be used. Assuming that the pixel value of a pixel (x, y) is Ix, y, the edge amount Sx, y of the pixel (x, y)
is calculated by the below-mentioned expressions (1) to (3).
[Expression 1] 

[0056] The pixel value I of each pixel is obtained by converting the RGB value of the pixel into a YCBCR value.
Conversion from an RGB value to a YCBCR value is made by the below-mentioned expression (4). As an amount relevant
to a difference in the hue between a pixel and a pixel around that pixel is used as the "edge amount of the pixel" here,
the pixel value I of each pixel is calculated based on the CB, CR values of the pixel. For example, the pixel value I of
each pixel is calculated by the below-mentioned expression (5).
[Expression 2] 
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[0057] Based on the edge amount S of each pixel of the cooking image 30 (the target image) calculated as described
above, the calculation unit 52 calculates the total value T of the edge amounts S of the pixels in the trimming candidate
area 60. For example, if the cooking image 30 is a vertically long image, assuming that the upper left end pixel of the
trimming candidate area 60 is at (0, i), the total value T is calculated by the below-mentioned expression (6). Meanwhile,
if the cooking image 30 is a horizontally long image, assuming that the upper left end pixel of the trimming candidate
area 60 is at (i, 0), the total value T is calculated by the below-mentioned expression (7).
[Expression 3] 

[0058] The trimming area determination unit 54 determines a trimming area from among a plurality of trimming candidate
areas 60, based on the total value T of each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas 60.
[0059] For example, the trimming area determination unit 54 determines a trimming candidate area 60 having the
maximum total value T among the plurality of trimming candidate areas 60 as the trimming area. FIGs 10 and 11 explain
the trimming area determination unit 54. In FIGs 10 and 11, the total value T of each trimming candidate area 60 is
shown so as to be correlated to the position of the trimming candidate area 60.
[0060] FIG. 10 shows a case of the cooking image 30 (the target image) being a vertically long image, in which the
total value T of each trimming candidate area 60 is correlated to the Y axial coordinate of the upper left end pixel of the
trimming candidate area 60. That is, in FIG. 10, the total value T correlated to the Y axial coordinate (y) indicates the
total value T of the edge amounts of the pixels in the trimming candidate area 60 having an upper left end pixel at (0, y).
[0061] In the example shown in FIG. 10, the total value T correlated to the Y axial coordinate (py) is the maximum. In
this case, the trimming area determination unit 54 determines the trimming candidate area 60 having an upper left end
pixel at (0, py) as the trimming area. That is, the trimming area determination unit 54 determines a square area having
an upper left end pixel at (0, py) and a side of a length "w" as the trimming area.
[0062] FIG. 11 shows a case of the cooking image 30 (the target image) being a horizontally long image, in which the
total value T of each trimming candidate area 60 is correlated to the X axial coordinate of the upper left end pixel of the
trimming candidate area 60. That is, in FIG. 11, the total value T correlated to the X axial coordinate (x) indicates the
total value T of the edge amounts of the pixels in the trimming candidate area 60 having an upper left end pixel at (x, 0).
[0063] In the example shown in FIG. 11, the total value T correlated to the X axial coordinate (px) is the maximum. In
this case, the trimming area determination unit 54 determines the trimming candidate area 60 having an upper left end
pixel at (px, 0) as the trimming area. That is, the trimming area determination unit 54 determines a square area having
an upper left end pixel at (px, 0) and a side of a length "h" as the trimming area.
[0064] To summarize, the trimming area determination unit 54 determines a square area having an upper left end
pixel being a pixel (px, py) expressed by the below-mentioned expressions (8) and (9) and a side of a length min{w, h}
as the trimming area.
[Expression 4] 
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[0065] The trimming image obtaining unit 56 obtains a trimming image 40. A trimming image 40 is an image shown
in a trimming area in the target image (the cooking image 30). That is, the trimming image obtaining unit 56 cuts out an
image shown in a trimming area from the cooking image 30 to thereby obtain the trimming image 40, and stores the
trimming image 40 in the database 20 so as to be correlated to the cooking image 30.
[0066] In the following, processing that is executed in the image processing device 10 to implement the above described
function blocks will be described. FIGs 12 and 13 show a flowchart showing one example of processing executed in the
image processing device 10 to obtain the trimming image 40 from the target image (the cooking image 30). The processing
shown in FIGs 12 and 13 is based on an assumption that the target image (the cooking image 30) is a rectangular image.
The control unit 11 executes the processing shown in FIGs 12 and 13 according to a program to thereby function as the
trimming candidate area setting unit 50, the calculation unit 52, the trimming area determination unit 54, and the trimming
image obtaining unit 56.
[0067] As shown in FIG. 12, initially, the control unit 11 obtains a target image from the database 20 (S101). Then,
the control unit 11 calculates the edge amount of each pixel of the target image by the above mentioned expressions
(1) to (5) (S102).
[0068] Further, the control unit 11 determines whether or not the length (h) of the vertical side of the target image is
longer than the length (w) of the horizontal side thereof (S103). When it is determined that the length (h) of the vertical
side is longer than the length (w) of the horizontal side, the control unit 11 initializes the variables i, px, py, Emax to zero
(S104).
[0069] After execution of the processing at step S104, the control unit 11 calculates an evaluation value E for a square
area (the trimming candidate area 60) having an upper left end pixel at (0, i) and a side of a length "w" (S105). In this
embodiment, the control unit 11 calculates the total value T of the edge amounts of the pixels in the above described
square area by the above-mentioned expression (6) to obtain the total value T as the evaluation value E for the above
described square area.
[0070] After execution of the processing at step S105, the control unit 11 determines whether or not the evaluation
value E calculated at step S105 is larger than the variable Emax (S106). When the evaluation value E is larger than the
variable Emax, the control unit 11 sets the variable Emax to the evaluation value E calculated at step S105 (S107). Further,
the control unit 11 sets the variable py to the variable i (S108). Through the processing at steps S106 to S108, the
variable Emax indicates the maximum value of the evaluation value E, and the variable py indicates the value of the
variable i when the evaluation value E is the maximum.
[0071] When the processing at steps S107 and S108 is executed or when it is determined at step S106 that the
evaluation value E is not larger than the variable Emax, the control unit 11 adds one to the variable i (S109). Then, the
control unit 11 determines whether or not the variable i is equal to or smaller than the value (h-w-1) (S110). When the
variable i is equal to or smaller than the value (h-w-1), the control unit 11 executes again the processing at step S105.
Meanwhile, when the variable i is not equal to or smaller than the value (h-w-1), as shown in FIG. 13, the control unit
11 determines a square area having an upper left end pixel at (px, py) and a side of a length "w" as the trimming area (S118).
[0072] Meanwhile, when it is determined at step S103 that the length (h) of the vertical side is not longer than the
length (w) of the horizontal side, in other words, when the length (w) of the horizontal side is longer than the length (h)
of the vertical side, the control unit 11 initializes the variables i, px, py, Emax to zero (S111).
[0073] After execution of the processing at step S111, the control unit 11 calculates an evaluation value E for a square
area (the trimming candidate area 60) having an upper left end pixel at (i, 0) and one side including the number "h" of
pixels (S112). In this embodiment, the control unit 11 calculates the total value T of the edge amounts of the pixels in
the above described square area by the above-mentioned expression (7) to obtain the total value T as an evaluation
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value E for the above described square area.
[0074] After execution of the processing at step S112, the control unit 11 determines whether or not the evaluation
value E calculated at step S112 is larger than the variable Emax (S113). When the evaluation value E is larger than the
variable Emax, the control unit 11 sets the variable Emax to the evaluation value E calculated at step S112 (S114). Further,
the control unit 11 sets the variable px to the variable i (S115). Through the processing at steps S113 to S115, the
variable Emax indicates the maximum value of the evaluation value E, and the variable px indicates the value of the
variable i when the evaluation value E is the maximum.
[0075] After execution of the processing at steps S114 and S115 or when it is determined at step S113 that the
evaluation value E is not larger than the variable Emax, the control unit 11 adds one to the variable i (S116). Then, the
control unit 11 determines whether or not the variable i is equal to or smaller than the value (w-h-1) (S117). When the
variable i is equal to or smaller than the value (w-h-1), the control unit 11 executes again the processing at step S112.
Meanwhile, when the variable i is not equal to or smaller than the value (w-h-1), as shown in FIG. 13, the control unit
11 determines a square area having an upper left end pixel at (px, py) and one side including the number "h" of pixels
as the trimming area (S119).
[0076] After execution of the processing at step S118 or S119, the control unit 11 obtains the trimming image 40
(S120). That is, the control unit 11 cuts out an image shown in the trimming area determined at step S118 or S119 from
the target image to thereby obtain the trimming image 40, and stores the trimming image 40 in the database 20 so as
to be correlated to the target image. Further, the control unit 11 displays the trimming image 40 obtained at step S120
on the display unit 16 (S121). With the above, description on the processing in FIGs 12 and 13 is finished.
[0077] According to the image processing device 10 according to the first embodiment described above, a part having
a larger edge amount in the target image is obtained as the trimming image 40. That is, a part having a large change in
the hue (color phase) in the target image is obtained as the trimming image 40. For example, in the case of a cooking
image showing food on a dish on a table or the like, change in the hue is larger in a part showing the food, compared
to other parts (for example, a part showing a table or the like). Thus, according to the image processing device 10
according to the first embodiment, it is possible to obtain the part showing the food as the trimming image 40.
[0078] [Second Embodiment] In the following, a second embodiment of the present invention will be described. A
hardware structure of the image processing device 10 according to the second embodiment of the present invention is
similar to that in the first embodiment (see FIG. 1). In the image processing device 10 according to the second embodiment
as well, a trimming image 40 of an image (the cooking image 30) stored in the database 20 is generated.
[0079] In the first embodiment, a square area having an upper left end pixel being a pixel (px, py) expressed by the
above-mentioned expressions (8) and (9) and a side of a length min{w, h}is determined as the trimming area. Meanwhile,
in the second embodiment, a square area having an upper left end pixel being a pixel (px, py) expressed by the below-
mentioned expressions (10) and (11) and a side of a length min{w, h}is determined as the trimming area. In this point,
the image processing device 10 according to the second embodiment differs from that in the first embodiment.
[Expression 5] 
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[0080] The image processing device 10 according to the second embodiment includes function blocks similar to those
in the first embodiment (see FIG. 7). Operations of the trimming candidate area setting unit 50, the calculation unit 52,
and the trimming image obtaining unit 56 are similar to those in the first embodiment. Meanwhile, an operation of the
trimming area determination unit 54 is common to that in the first embodiment in that a trimming area is determined from
among a plurality of trimming candidate areas 60 based on the total value T of each of the plurality of trimming candidate
areas 60, but different from the first embodiment in the point described below.
[0081] In the second embodiment, the trimming area determination unit 54 calculates, with respect to each of the
plurality of trimming candidate areas 60, the total value of the edge amounts of the pixels in at least one boundary part
of the trimming candidate area 60.
[0082] Note that the "at least one boundary part" refers to at least one of the upper boundary part, the lower boundary
part, the left boundary part, and the right boundary part of the trimming candidate area 60.
[0083] FIG. 14 explains the upper boundary part and the lower boundary part of the trimming candidate area 60. FIG.
14 shows a case of the cooking image 30 being a vertically long image.
[0084] The upper boundary part 70U includes one or more pixel rows including a pixel row corresponding to the upper
boundary 62U of the trimming candidate area 60.
[0085] For example, the upper boundary part 70U includes a pixel row constituting the upper boundary 62U of the
trimming candidate area 60. That is, assuming that the upper left end pixel of the trimming candidate area 60 is at (0,
y), the upper boundary part 70U is a pixel row including pixels (0, y) to (w-1, y). The upper boundary part 70U may
include a plurality of pixel rows from a pixel row including pixels (0, y) to (w-1, y) to a pixel row including pixels (0, y+n)
to (w-1, y+n) (n: natural number equal to or larger than one).
[0086] Similarly, the lower boundary part 70D includes one or more pixel rows including a pixel row corresponding to
the lower boundary 62D of the trimming candidate area 60.
[0087] For example, the lower boundary part 70D includes a pixel row constituting the lower boundary 62D of the
trimming candidate area 60. That is, assuming that the upper left end pixel of the trimming candidate area 60 is at (0,
y), the lower boundary part 70D is a pixel row including pixels (0, y+w-1) to (w-1, y+w-1). The lower boundary part 70D
may include a plurality of pixel rows from a pixel row including pixels (0, y+w-1) to (w-1, y+w-1) to a pixel row including
pixels (0, y+w-1-n) to (w-1, y+w-1-n) (n: natural number equal to or larger than one).
[0088] The description below is based on an assumption that a pixel row constituting the upper boundary 62U of the
trimming candidate area 60 corresponds to the upper boundary part 70U, and a pixel row constituting the lower boundary
62D corresponds to the lower boundary part 70D.
[0089] FIG. 15 explains the left boundary part and the right boundary part of the trimming candidate area 60. FIG. 15
shows a case of the cooking image 30 being a horizontally long image.
[0090] The left boundary part 70L includes one or more pixel columns including a pixel column corresponding to the
left boundary 62L of the trimming candidate area 60.
[0091] For example, the left boundary part 70L includes a pixel column constituting the left boundary 62L of the trimming
candidate area 60. That is, assuming that the upper left end pixel of the trimming candidate area 60 is at (x, 0), the left
boundary part 70L is a pixel column including pixels (x, 0) to (x, h-1). The left boundary part 70L may include a plurality
of pixel columns from a pixel column including pixels (x, 0) to (x, h-1) to a pixel column including pixels (x+n, 0) to (x+n,
h-1) (n: natural number equal to or larger than one).
[0092] Similarly, the right boundary part 70R includes one or more pixel columns including a pixel column corresponding
to the right boundary 62R of the trimming candidate area 60.
[0093] For example, the right boundary part 70R includes a pixel column constituting the right boundary 62R of the
trimming candidate area 60. That is, assuming that the upper left pixel of the trimming candidate area 60 is at (x, 0), the
right boundary part 70R is a pixel column including pixels (x+h-1, 0) to (x+h-1, h-1). The right boundary part 70R may
include a plurality of pixel columns from a pixel column including pixels (x+h-1, 0) to (x+h-1, h-1) to a pixel column
including pixels (x+h-1-n, 0) to (x+h-1-n, h-1) (n: natural number equal to or larger than one).
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[0094] The description below is based on an assumption that a pixel column constituting the left boundary 62L of the
trimming candidate area 60 corresponds to the left boundary part 70L, and a pixel column constituting the right boundary
62R corresponds to the right boundary part 70R.
[0095] For example, if the cooking image 30 is a vertically long image, the trimming area determination unit 54 calculates
the total value Ta of the edge amounts of the pixels in the upper boundary part 70U and the lower boundary part 70D
of the trimming candidate area 60. Assuming that the upper left end pixel of the trimming candidate area 60 is at (0, i),
the above described total value Ta is calculated by the below-mentioned expression (12).
[0096] Meanwhile, if the cooking image 30 is a horizontally long image, the trimming area determination unit 54
calculates the total value Ta of the edge amounts of the pixels in the left boundary part 70L and the right boundary part
70R of the trimming candidate area 60. Assuming that the upper left end pixel of the trimming candidate area 60 is at
(i, 0), the above described total value Ta is calculated by the below-mentioned expression (13).
[Expression 6] 

[0097] The trimming area determination unit 54 (second calculation means) calculates, with respect to each of the
plurality of trimming candidate areas 60, a divided value (T/Ta) by dividing the total value T by the total value Ta. Then,
the trimming area determination unit 54 determines a trimming area from among the plurality of trimming candidate
areas 60, based on the divided value (T/Ta) of each of the plurality of trimming character areas 60. For example, the
trimming area determination unit 54 determines a trimming candidate area 60 with the largest divided value (T/Ta) among
the plurality of trimming candidate areas 60 as the trimming area.
[0098] Alternatively, the trimming area determination unit 54 may calculate, with respect to each of the plurality of
trimming candidate areas 60, a divided value (Ta/T) by dividing the total value Ta by the total value T. Then, the trimming
area determination unit 54 may determine a trimming area from among the plurality of trimming candidate areas 60,
based on the divided value (Ta/T) of each of the plurality of trimming character areas 60. For example, the trimming
area determination unit 54 may determine a trimming candidate area 60 with the smallest divided value (Ta/T) among
the plurality of trimming candidate areas 60 as the trimming area. In the above described manner, in the image processing
device 10 according to the second embodiment, a square area having an upper left end pixel being a pixel (px, py)
expressed by the above mentioned expressions (10) and (11) and a side of a length min{w, h} is determined as the
trimming area.
[0099] Processing that is executed in the image processing device 10 according to the second embodiment will be
described. Processing similar to that in the first embodiment is executed in the image processing device 10 according
to the second embodiment as well (see FIGs 12 and 13).
[0100] In the second embodiment, however, at step S105 in FIG. 12, the control unit 11 obtains the divided value
(T/Ta) calculated by dividing the total value T calculated by the above-mentioned expression (6) by the total value Ta
calculated by the above-mentioned expression (12) as the evaluation value E.
[0101] In addition, at step S112, the control unit 11 obtains the divided value (T/Ta) calculated by dividing the total
value T calculated by the above-mentioned expression (7) by the total value Ta calculated by the above-mentioned
expression (13) as the evaluation value E.
[0102] In the above described image processing device 10 according to the second embodiment, a trimming candidate
area 60 with the largest divided value (T/Ta) is determined as the trimming area. When the total value T of the edge
amounts of the pixels in the entire trimming candidate area 60 is large and the total value Ta of the edge amounts of
the pixels in the upper boundary part 70U and the lower boundary part 70D of the trimming candidate area 60 is small,
the divided value (T/Ta) results in large. A case in which the total value T of the edge amount of the pixels in the entire
trimming candidate area 60 is large and the total value Ta of the edge amounts of the pixels in the upper boundary part
70U and the lower boundary part 70D of the trimming candidate area 60 is small refers to a case in which the edge
amount of the pixels in a part other than the upper boundary part 70U and the lower boundary part 70D is large, that is,
a case in which the edge amount of the pixels in a middle part is larger, compared to that in the upper boundary part
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70U and the lower boundary part 70D.
[0103] According to the image processing device 10 according to the second embodiment, it is possible to obtain,
from the target image, a trimming image 40 in which a part with a large edge amount is positioned at the center. That
is, it is possible to obtain, from the target image, a trimming image 40 in which a part with a large change in the hue is
positioned at the center. As a result, it is possible to obtain, from the cooking image 30, a trimming image 40 in which
a part showing food is positioned at the center.
[0104] Below, a modified example of the second embodiment will be described.
[0105] For example, the trimming area determination unit 54 may determine a square area having an upper left end
pixel being a pixel (px, py) expressed by the below-mentioned expressions (14) and (15) and a side of a length min{w,
h} as the trimming area.
[Expression 7] 

[0106] In this modified example, if the cooking image 30 is a vertically long image, the trimming area determination
unit 54 calculates the total value Tu (a first total value) of the edge amounts of the pixels in the upper boundary part 70U
of the trimming candidate area 60 and the total value Td (a second total value) of the edge amounts of the pixels in the
lower boundary part 70D of the trimming candidate area 60. Assuming that the upper left end pixel of the trimming
candidate area 60 is at (0, i), the above-mentioned total value Tu is calculated by the below-mentioned expression (16),
and the above-mentioned total value Td is calculated by the below-mentioned expression (17).
[Expression 8] 

[0107] The trimming area determination unit 54 calculates, with respect to each of the plurality of trimming candidate
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areas 60, a divided value (T/max{Tu, Td}) by dividing the total value T by larger one of the total values Tu and Td. Then,
the trimming area determination unit 54 determines a trimming area from among the plurality of trimming candidate
areas 60, based on the divided value (T/max{Tu, Td}) of each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas 60. For example,
the trimming area determination unit 54 determines a trimming candidate area 60 with the largest divided value (T/max{Tu,
Td}) among the plurality of trimming candidate areas 60 as the trimming area.
[0108] The trimming area determination unit 54 may calculate, with respect to each of the plurality of trimming candidate
areas 60, a divided value (max{Tu, Td}/T) by dividing larger one of the total values Tu and Td by the total value T. Then,
the trimming area determination unit 54 may determine a trimming area from among the plurality of trimming candidate
areas 60, based on the divided value (max{Tu, Td}/T) of each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas 60. For example,
the trimming area determination unit 54 may determine a trimming candidate area 60 with the smallest divided value
(max{Tu, Td}/T) among the plurality of trimming candidate areas 60 as the trimming area.
[0109] Meanwhile, if the cooking image 30 is a horizontally long image, the trimming area determination unit 54
calculates the total value Tl (a first total value) of the edge amounts of the pixels in the left boundary part 70L of the
trimming candidate area 60 and the total value Tr (a second total value) of the edge amounts of the pixels in the right
boundary part 70R of the trimming candidate area 60. Assuming that the upper left end pixel of the trimming candidate
area 60 is at (i, 0), the total value Tl is calculated by the below-mentioned expression (18), and the total value Tr is
calculated by the below-mentioned expression (19).
[Expression 9] 

[0110] Then, the trimming area determination unit 54 calculates, with respect to each of the plurality of trimming
candidate areas 60, a divided value (T/max{Tl, Tr}) by dividing the total value T by larger one of the total values Tl and
Tr. Then, the trimming area determination unit 54 determines a trimming area from among the plurality of trimming
candidate areas 60, based on the divided value (T/max{Tl, Tr}) of each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas 60.
For example, the trimming area determination unit 54 determines a trimming candidate area 60 with the largest divided
value (T/max{Tl, Tr}) among the plurality of trimming candidate areas 60 as the trimming area.
[0111] Alternatively, the trimming area determination unit 54 may calculate, with respect to each of the plurality of
trimming candidate areas 60, a divided value (max{Tl, Tr}/T) by dividing larger one of the total values Tl and Tr by the
total value T. Then, the trimming area determination unit 54 may determine a trimming area from among the plurality of
trimming candidate areas 60, based on the divided value (max{Tl, Tr}/T) of each of the plurality of trimming candidate
areas 60. For example, the trimming area determination unit 54 may determine a trimming candidate area 60 with the
smallest (max{Tl, Tr}/T) among the plurality of trimming candidate areas 60 as the trimming area.
[0112] In the modified example, processing to be described below is executed at steps S105 and S112 in FIG. 12.
That is, at step S105, the control unit 11 obtains the divided value (T/max{Tu, Td}) calculated by dividing the total value
T calculated by the above-mentioned expression (6) by larger one of the total values Tu and Td calculated by the above-
mentioned expressions (16) and (17) as the evaluation value E.
[0113] Further, at step S112, the control unit 11 obtains the divided value (T/max{Tl, Tr}) calculated by dividing the
total value T calculated by the above-mentioned expression (7) by larger one of the total values Tl and Tr calculated by
the above-mentioned expressions (18) and (19) as the evaluation value E.
[0114] In the above described manner as well, it is possible to obtain, from the target image, a trimming image where
a part with a large edge amount is positioned at the center. That is, it is possible to obtain, from the target image, a
trimming image where a part with a large change in the hue is positioned at the center. As a result, it is possible to obtain,
from the cooking image 30, a trimming image where a part showing food is positioned at the center.
[0115] [Third Embodiment] In the following, a third embodiment of the present invention will be described. A hardware
structure of the image processing device 10 according to the third embodiment of the present invention is similar to that
in the first embodiment (see FIG. 1). In the image processing device 10 according to the third embodiment as well, a
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trimming image 40 of an image (the cooking image 30) stored in the database 20 is generated.
[0116] In the first embodiment, a square area having an upper left end pixel being a pixel (px, py) expressed by the
above-mentioned expressions (8) and (9) and a side of a length min{w, h} is determined as the trimming area. Meanwhile,
in the third embodiment, a square area having an upper left end pixel being a pixel (px, py) expressed by the below-
mentioned expressions (20) and (21) and a side of a length min{w, h} is determined as the trimming area. "G" in the
below-mentioned expressions (20) and (21) indicates a gauss function indicated by the below-mentioned expression (22).
[Expression 10] 

[0117] The image processing device 10 according to the third embodiment includes a function block similar to that in
the first embodiment (see FIG. 7). Operations of the trimming candidate area setting unit 50 and the trimming image
obtaining unit 56 are similar to those in the first embodiment. Meanwhile, operations of the calculation unit 52 and the
trimming area determination unit 54 are different from those in the first embodiment in the point described below.
[0118] The calculation unit 52 in the third embodiment calculates, with respect to each of the plurality of trimming
candidate areas 60, a weighted total value of the edge amounts of the pixels in the trimming candidate area 60.
[0119] For example, if the cooking image 30 is a vertically long image, assuming that the upper left end pixel of the
trimming candidate area 60 is at (0, i), the weighted total value T mentioned above is calculated by the below-mentioned
expression (23). Meanwhile, if the cooking image 30 is a horizontally long image, assuming that the upper left end pixel
of the trimming candidate area 60 is at (i, 0), the weighted total value T mentioned above is calculated by the below-
mentioned expression (24).
[0120] In the below-mentioned expressions (23) and (24), the gauss function G serves as a weight for the edge amount
of each pixel. In this case, a larger weight is set for a pixel in the middle part in the trimming candidate area 60 than that
for a pixel in a boundary part of the trimming candidate area 60. This results in a larger weighted total value T with
respect to a larger edge amount of a pixel in the middle part in the trimming candidate area 60.
[Expression 11] 
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[0121] The trimming area determination unit 54 determines a trimming area from among the plurality of trimming
candidate areas 60, based on the weighted total value T of each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas 60. For
example, the trimming area determination unit 54 determines a trimming candidate area 60 with the largest weighted
total value T among the plurality of trimming candidate areas 60 as the trimming area.
[0122] Processing that is executed in the image processing device 10 according to the third embodiment will be
described. In the image processing device 10 according to the third embodiment as well, processing similar to that in
the first embodiment is executed (see FIGs 12 and 13).
[0123] In the third embodiment, however, the control unit 11 obtains the weighted total value T calculated by the above-
mentioned expression (23) as the evaluation value E at step S105 in FIG. 12. In addition, the control unit 11 obtains the
weighted total value T calculated by the above-mentioned expression (24) as the evaluation value E at step S112.
[0124] In the image processing device 10 according to the third embodiment described above, a trimming candidate
area 60 with the largest weighted total value T is determined as the trimming area. The weighted total value T results
in larger with respect to a larger edge amount of a pixel in the middle part in the trimming candidate area 60. Therefore,
according to the image processing device 10 according to the third embodiment, a trimming candidate area 60 with a
larger edge amount of a pixel in the middle part is determined as the trimming area. As a result, according to the image
processing device 10 according to the third embodiment, it is possible to obtain, from the target image, a trimming image
40 where a part with a large edge amount is positioned at the center. That is, it is possible to obtain, from the target
image, a trimming image 40 where a part with a large change in the hue is positioned at the center. As a result, it is
possible to obtain, from the cooking image 30, a trimming image 40 where a part showing food is positioned at the center.
[0125] A modified example of the third embodiment will be described.
[0126] For example, the trimming area determination unit 54 may determine a square area having an upper left end
pixel being a pixel (px, py) expressed by the below-mentioned expressions (25) and (26) and a side of a length min{w,
h} as the trimming area.
[Expression 12] 

[0127] In this modified example, if the cooking image 30 is a vertically long image, assuming that the upper left end
pixel of the trimming candidate area 60 is at (0, i), the above-mentioned weighted total value T is calculated by the below-
mentioned expression (27).
[0128] In the below-mentioned expressions (27), the gauss function G serves as a weight for the edge amount of each
pixel. In this case, a higher weight is set for a pixel in the middle part of the trimming candidate area 60, compared to
that for a pixel in the upper boundary part 70U and the lower boundary part 70D in the trimming candidate area 60. This
results in a larger weighted total value T with respect to a larger edge amount of a pixel in the middle part in the trimming
candidate area 60.
[0129] Meanwhile, if the cooking image 30 is a horizontally long image, assuming that the upper left end pixel of the
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trimming candidate area 60 is at (i, 0), the above-mentioned weighted total value T is calculated by the below-mentioned
expression (28).
[0130] In the below-mentioned expression (28) as well, the gauss function G serves as a weight for the edge amount
of each pixel. In this case, a higher weight is set for a pixel in the middle part in the trimming candidate area 60, compared
to that for a pixel in the left boundary part 70L and the right boundary part 70R in the trimming candidate area 60. This
results in a larger weighted total value T with respect to a larger edge amount of a pixel in the middle part of the trimming
candidate area 60.
[Expression 13] 

[0131] In this modified example, processing to be described below is executed at S105 and S112 in FIG. 12. That is,
the control unit 11 obtains the weighted total value T calculated by the above-mentioned expression (27) as the evaluation
value E at step S105. In addition, the control unit 11 obtains the weighted total value T calculated by the above-mentioned
expression (28) as the evaluation value E at step S112.
[0132] In the above described manner as well, it is possible to determine a trimming candidate area 60 with a large
edge amount of pixels in a middle part as the trimming area. As a result, according to the image processing device 10
according to the third embodiment, it is possible to obtain, from the target image, a trimming image 40 where a part with
a large edge amount is positioned at the center. That is, it is possible to obtain, from the target image, a trimming image
40 where a part with a large change in the hue is positioned at the center. As a result, it is possible to obtain, from the
cooking image 30, a trimming image 40 where a part showing food is positioned at the center.
[0133] [Fourth Embodiment] In the following, a fourth embodiment of the present invention will be described. A hardware
structure of the image processing device 10 according to the fourth embodiment of the present invention is similar to
that in the first embodiment (see FIG. 1). In the image processing device 10 according to the fourth embodiment as well,
a trimming image 40 of an image (the cooking image 30) stored in the database 20 is generated.
[0134] In the first embodiment, the "edge" refers to an extent of change in the color in the target image, and the "edge
amount of a pixel" refers to an amount relevant to a difference in the hue (color phase) between a pixel and a pixel
around that pixel. Meanwhile, in the fourth embodiment, the fourth embodiment is different from the first embodiment in
that the "edge" refers to an extent of change in the brightness in the target image, and an "edge amount of a pixel" refers
to an amount relevant to a difference in the brightness between a pixel and a pixel around the pixel.
[0135] That is, in the image processing device 10 according to the fourth embodiment, the Y value of each pixel
calculated by the above-mentioned expression (4) is used as the pixel value I of the pixel. That is, in the fourth embodiment,
the Y value of each pixel is substituted into the above-mentioned expressions (1) to (3) as the pixel value I of the pixel
to calculate the edge amount S of the pixel.
[0136] The fourth embodiment can be combined with the second embodiment and the third embodiment. That is, the
"edge amount of a pixel" may be defined as an amount relevant to a difference in the brightness between a pixel and a
pixel around the pixel in the second embodiment and the third embodiment as well.
[0137] According to the image processing device 10 according to the fourth embodiment described above, a part with
a large change in the brightness of the target image is obtained as the trimming image 40. For example, in the case of
a cooking image showing food on a dish on a table or the like, change in the brightness is larger in a part showing the
food, compared to other parts (for example, a part showing the table, or the like). Therefore, according to the image
processing device 10 according to the fourth embodiment, it is possible to obtain the part showing food as the trimming
image 40.
[0138] [Fifth Embodiment] In the following, a fifth embodiment of the present invention will be described. A hardware
structure of the image processing device 10 according to the fifth embodiment of the present invention is similar to that
in the first embodiment (see FIG. 1). In the image processing device 10 according to the fifth embodiment as well, a
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trimming image 40 of an image (the cooking image 30) stored in the database 20 is generated.
[0139] In the image processing device 10 according to the fifth embodiment, a plurality of kinds of processing are
prepared in advance as processing for determining a trimming area (hereinafter referred to as "trimming area determi-
nation processing"), and a plurality of trimming areas are determined through the plurality of kinds of trimming area
determination processings. Then, a plurality of trimming images corresponding to the plurality of trimming areas are
presented to a user, so that the user can select any of the plurality of trimming images 40.
[0140] FIG. 16 shows one example of a plurality of kinds of trimming area determination processings. FIG. 16 shows
eight kinds of trimming area determination processings (first to eighth trimming area determination processings). The
first to eighth trimming area determination processings are different from one another in the points described below:

(1) which of a hue or brightness is used as a basis for calculation of the edge amount of each pixel; and
(2) how to define the upper left end pixel at (px, py) of the trimming area.

[0141] The first trimming area determination processing corresponds to the first embodiment. That is, the first trimming
area determination processing is processing for calculating the edge amount S of each pixel based on the CB, CR values
(hue) of the pixel (see the above-mentioned expression (5)), and determining a square area having an upper left end
pixel being a pixel (px, py) expressed by the above-mentioned expressions (8) and (9) as the trimming area.
[0142] The second trimming area determination processing corresponds to the second embodiment. That is, the
second trimming area determination processing is processing for calculating the edge amount S of each pixel based on
the CB, CR values (hue) of the pixel (see the above-mentioned expression (5)), and determining a square area having
an upper left end pixel being a pixel (px, py) expressed by the above-mentioned expressions (10) and (11) as the trimming
area.
[0143] The third trimming area determination processing corresponds to a modified example of the second embodiment.
That is, the third trimming area determination processing is processing for calculating the edge amount S of each pixel
based on the CB, CR values (hue) of the pixel (see the above-mentioned expression (5)), and determining a square area
having an upper left end pixel being a pixel (px, py) expressed by the above-mentioned expressions (14) and (15) as
the trimming area.
[0144] The fourth trimming area determination processing corresponds to the third embodiment. That is, the fourth
trimming area determination processing is processing for calculating the edge amount S of each pixel based on the CB,
CR values (color phase) of the pixel (see the above-mentioned expression (5)), and determining a square area having
an upper left end pixel being a pixel (px, py) expressed by the above-mentioned expressions (20) and (21) as the trimming
area.
[0145] Note that the fourth trimming area determination processing may correspond to a modified example of the third
embodiment. That is, the fourth trimming area determination processing may be processing for determining a square
area having an upper left end pixel being a pixel (px, py) expressed by the above-mentioned expressions (25) and (26)
as the trimming area.
[0146] The fifth trimming area determination processing corresponds to the fourth embodiment. That is, the fifth trim-
ming area determination processing is processing for calculating the edge amount S of each pixel based on the Y value
(brightness) of the pixel, and determining a square area having an upper left end pixel being a pixel (px, py) expressed
by the above-mentioned expressions (8) and (9) as the trimming area.
[0147] The sixth trimming area determination processing corresponds to the combination of the second embodiment
and the fourth embodiment. That is, the sixth trimming area determination processing is processing for calculating the
edge amount S of each pixel based on the Y value (brightness) of the pixel, and determining a square area having an
upper left end pixel being a pixel (px, py) expressed by the above-mentioned expressions (10) and (11) as the trimming
area.
[0148] The seventh trimming area determination processing corresponds to the combination of the modified example
of the second embodiment and the fourth embodiment. That is, the seventh trimming area determination processing is
processing for calculating the edge amount S of each pixel based on the Y value (brightness) of the pixel, and determining
a square area having an upper left end pixel being a pixel (px, py) expressed by the above-mentioned expressions (14)
and (15) as the trimming area.
[0149] The eighth trimming area determination processing corresponds to the combination of the third embodiment
and the fourth embodiment. That is, the eighth trimming area determination processing is processing for calculating the
edge amount S of each pixel based on the Y value (brightness) of the pixel, and determining a square area having an
upper left end pixel being a pixel (px, py) expressed by the above-mentioned expressions (20) and (21) as the trimming
area.
[0150] Note that the eighth trimming area determination processing may correspond to the combination of a modified
example of the third embodiment and the fourth embodiment. That is, the eighth trimming area determination processing
may be processing for determining a square area having an upper left end pixel being a pixel (px, py) expressed by the
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above-mentioned expressions (25) and (26) as the trimming area.
[0151] In the image processing device 10 according to the fifth embodiment, the first to eighth trimming area determi-
nation processings are executed to determine the first to eighth trimming areas. Then, the first to eighth trimming images
40 corresponding to the first to eighth trimming areas are obtained. Further, a screen (a trimming image selection screen)
for selecting any of the first to eighth trimming images 40 is displayed on the display unit 16.
[0152] FIG. 17 shows one example of the trimming image selection screen. In the trimming image selection screen,
a first trimming image 40a, a second trimming image 40b, a third trimming image 40c, a fourth trimming image 40d, a
fifth trimming image 40e, a sixth trimming image 40f, a seventh trimming image 40g, and an eighth trimming image 40h
are shown.
[0153] In addition, in the trimming image selection screen, a first option button 80a, a second option button 80b, a
third option button 80c, a fourth option button 80d, a fifth option button 80e, a sixth option button 80f, a seventh option
button 80g, and an eighth option button 80h are shown. The first option button 80a is correlated to the first trimming
image 40a. Similarly, the second option button 80b to the eighth option button 80h are correlated to the second trimming
image 40b to the eighth trimming image 40h, respectively.
[0154] A user clicks any of the first to eighth option buttons 80a to 80h to select any of the first to eighth trimming
images 40a to 40h, and then clicks the determination button 82. Upon click on the determination button 82, the trimming
image 40 selected by the user is stored in the database 20 so as to be correlated to the original cooking image 30.
[0155] In the following, processing that is executed in the image processing device 10 according to the fifth embodiment
will be described. FIG. 18 is a flowchart showing one example of processing executed in the image processing device
10 according to the fifth embodiment.
[0156] As shown in FIG. 18, initially, the control unit 11 obtains a target image from the database 20 (S201). Thereafter,
the control unit 11 calculates the first edge amount and the second edge amount of each pixel in the target image (S202).
[0157] The "first edge amount" refers to an edge amount calculated based on the CB, CR values (hue) of a pixel. That
is, the "first edge amount" is an edge amount S calculated by the above-mentioned expressions (1) to (3) based on the
pixel value I expressed by the above-mentioned expression (5).
[0158] Meanwhile, the "second edge amount" refers to an edge amount calculated based on the Y value (brightness)
of a pixel. That is, the "second edge amount" is an edge amount S calculated by the above-mentioned expressions (1)
to (3) using the Y value of the pixel as the pixel value I.
[0159] The control unit 11 initializes the variable k to one (S203). Then, the control unit 11 executes kth trimming area
determination processing to determine a kth trimming area (S204). The processing at step S204 is similar to that at steps
S103 to S119 in FIGs 12 and 13.
[0160] The control unit 11 cut outs an image shown in the kth trimming area determined at step S204 from the target
image to thereby obtain a kth trimming image 40 (S205). The obtained kth trimming image 40 is stored in the storage unit 12.
[0161] After execution of the processing at step S205, the control unit 11 adds one to the variable k (S206). Then, the
control unit 11 determines whether or not the variable k is equal to or smaller than eight (S207). "Eight" is the total
number of kinds of trimming area determination processing.
[0162] When the variable k is equal to or smaller than eight, the control unit 11 examines again the processing at step
S204. Meanwhile, when the variable k is not equal to or smaller than eight, the control unit 11 (display control means)
displays the trimming image selection screen on the display unit 16 (S208). As shown in FIG. 17, the first to eight trimming
images 40a to 40h are shown in the trimming image selection screen.
[0163] With the trimming image selection screen displayed, the control unit 11 (receiving means) receives selection
of any of the first to eight trimming images 40a to 40h made by the user. That is, the control unit 11 monitors whether
or not any of the first to eighth trimming images 40a to 40h is selected by the user (S209) . When any of the first to eighth
option buttons 80a to 80h is clicked and the determination button 82 is clicked, the control unit 11 determines that the
user selects any of the first to eighth trimming images 40a to 40h.
[0164] When any of the first to eight trimming images 40a to 40h is selected by the user, the control unit 11 stores the
trimming image 40 selected by the user in the database 20 so as to be correlated to the target image (the cooking image
30) obtained at step S201 (S210). That is, the trimming image 40 selected by the user is stored in the database 20 as
a thumbnail image of the target image (the cooking image 30) obtained at step S201. With the above, description on
the processing shown in FIG. 18 is finished.
[0165] According to the image processing device 10 according to the fifth embodiment described above, the user can
select a desired trimming image 40 from among the plurality of trimming image 40 obtained through the plurality of
trimming area determination processing.
[0166] [Sixth Embodiment] In the following, a sixth embodiment of the present invention will be described. The sixth
embodiment corresponds to a modified example of the fifth embodiment. A hardware structure of the image processing
device 10 according to the sixth embodiment of the present invention is similar to that in the first embodiment (see FIG.
1). In the image processing device 10 according to the sixth embodiment as well, a trimming image 40 of an image (the
cooking image 30) stored in the database 20 is generated.
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[0167] Similar to the fifth embodiment, a plurality of kinds of trimming area determination processings are prepared
in advance in the image processing device 10 according to the sixth embodiment as well, so that a plurality of trimming
areas are determined through the plurality of kinds of trimming area determination processings. Then, a plurality of
trimming images 40 corresponding to the plurality of respective trimming areas are presented to a user, so that the user
can select any of the plurality of trimming images 40.
[0168] In the image processing device 10 according to the sixth embodiment, however, trimming area determination
processing suitable for a characteristic of the target image (the cooking image 30) is selected from among the plurality
of kinds of trimming area determination processings, and a trimming image 40 obtained through the selected trimming
area determination processing is shown with priority or distinctively in the trimming image selection screen. The image
processing device 10 according to the sixth embodiment is different from that in the fifth embodiment in this regard.
[0169] In the image processing device 10 according to the sixth embodiment, trimming area determination processing
data (correlation data), such as is shown in FIG. 19, for example, is stored in the storage unit 12. The trimming area
determination processing data shown in Fig. 19 is data for correlating distribution pattern information on the edge amount
and trimming area determination processing. In the trimming area determination processing data shown in FIG. 19,
distribution pattern information on the edge amount is correlated to each of the first to eighth trimming area determination
processings. The first to eighth trimming area determination processings are similar to those in FIG. 16.
[0170] The distribution pattern information on the edge amount is information relevant to a distribution pattern of edge
amounts of an image. For example, the distribution pattern information is information indicating a pattern of change of
the total value T relative to the vertical or horizontal direction of an image, such as is shown in FIGs 10 and 11. That is,
the distribution pattern information is information indicating a pattern of change of the total value T of the trimming
candidate area 60 in the case where the total value T is expressed so as to be correlated to the position of the trimming
candidate area 60 (for example, the Y axial coordinate or the X axial coordinate of the upper left end pixel). In other
words, the distribution pattern information is information indicating a pattern of change of the total value T expressed
on a flat surface that is defined such that a first axis relevant to the position of the trimming candidate area 60 (the Y
axis or the X axis in FIGs 10 and 11) and a second axis relevant the total value T of the trimming candidate area 60 (the
T axis in FIGs 10 and 11) are set orthogonal to each other. For example, the distribution pattern information is information
indicating a pattern of change of the total value T calculated based on the first edge amount (that is, an edge amount
calculated based on the CB, CR values of a pixel) and a pattern of change of the total value T calculated based on the
second edge amount (that is, an edge amount calculated based on the Y value of a pixel).
[0171] Further, for example, the distribution pattern information may be information indicating a pattern of the total
value of the edge amounts for every pixel row or column of an image. For example, the distribution pattern information
may be information indicating a pattern of the total value of a first edge amount (that is, an edge amount calculated
based on the CB, CR values (hue) of a pixel) for every pixel row or column of the image and a pattern of the total value
of a second edge amount (that is, an edge amount calculated based on the Y value (brightness) of a pixel) for every
pixel row or column of an image.
[0172] Processing that is executed in the image processing device 10 according to the sixth embodiment will be
described. Processing executed in the image processing device 10 according to the sixth embodiment is similar to that
in the fifth embodiment. That is, processing similar to that shown in FIG. 18 is executed also in the image processing
device 10 according to the sixth embodiment. However, the processing executed at step S208 in the image processing
device 10 according to the sixth embodiment is different from that in the fifth embodiment. Specifically, processing such
as is shown in FIG. 20, for example, is executed at step S208 in the image processing device 10 according to the sixth
embodiment.
[0173] Specifically, at step S208, the control unit 11 determines whether or not the distribution pattern of the edge
amount of the target image obtained at step S201 corresponds to a distribution pattern indicated by any of the first to
eighth distribution pattern information items (S301). For example, the control unit 11 determines whether or not the
distribution pattern of the edge amount of the target image corresponds to a distribution pattern indicated by any of the
first to eighth distribution pattern information items, based on the edge amount of each pixel of the target image obtained
at step S201.
[0174] When it is determined that the distribution pattern of the edge amount of the target image corresponds to a
distribution pattern indicated by any of the first to eighth distribution pattern information items, the control unit 11 (display
control means) displays the trimming image selection screen on the display unit 16 (S302). In this case, the control unit
11 preferentially shows the trimming image 40 corresponding to the distribution pattern information indicating the distri-
bution pattern of the edge amount of the target image in the trimming image selection screen.
[0175] The "trimming image 40 corresponding to the distribution pattern information" refers to an image shown in a
trimming area that is determined through the trimming area determination processing correlated to the distribution pattern
information. For example, the fourth distribution pattern information is correlated to the fourth trimming area determination
processing in the trimming area determination processing data shown in FIG. 19. Therefore, the "trimming image 40
corresponding to the fourth distribution pattern information" refers to an image shown in a trimming area (a fourth trimming
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area) determined through the fourth trimming area determination processing, that is, the fourth trimming image 40d.
[0176] Specifically, for example, when it is determined that the distribution pattern of the edge amount of the target
image obtained at S201 corresponds to the distribution pattern indicated by the fourth distribution pattern information,
the control unit 11 preferentially shows the fourth trimming image 40d in the trimming image selection screen.
[0177] For example, the control unit 11 displays the trimming image selection screen with the fourth trimming image
40d selected in advance. That is, the control unit 11 shows the trimming image selection screen image with the fourth
option button 80d selected in advance.
[0178] Further, for example, for an arrangement for showing the first to eight trimming images 40a to 40h in the trimming
image selection screen in a display order according to the order information, the control unit 11 sets the order of the
fourth trimming image 40d as the first order.
[0179] Further, when it is determined that the distribution pattern of the edge amount of the target image obtained at
step S201 corresponds to the distribution pattern indicated by the fourth distribution pattern information, the control unit
11 may distinctively show the fourth trimming image 40d in the trimming image selection screen, instead of preferentially
showing the fourth trimming image 40d in the trimming image selection screen. That is, the control unit 11 may display
the trimming image selection screen such that the fourth trimming image 40d is shown distinctively from other trimming
images 40.
[0180] Specifically, for example, the control unit 11 shows the fourth trimming image 40d in a manner different from
that for the other trimming image 40. Further, for example, the control unit 11 shows a predetermined image (for example,
frame image, balloon image, star image, or the like) so as to be correlated only to the fourth trimming image 40d, to
thereby show the fourth trimming image 40d distinctively from the other trimming image 40.
[0181] Meanwhile, when it is determined that the distribution pattern of the edge amount of the target image does not
correspond to any of the distribution patterns indicated by the first to eighth distribution pattern information items, the
control unit 11 displays the trimming image selection screen on the display unit 16 (S303). In this case, the control unit
11 preferentially (distinctively) shows no trimming image 40 in the trimming image selection screen.
[0182] After execution of step S302 or S303, the control unit 11 executes the processing at step S209 in FIG. 18. With
the above, description on the processing shown in FIG. 20 is finished.
[0183] According to the image processing device 10 according to the sixth embodiment described above, trimming
area determination processing suitable for a characteristic (a distribution pattern of the edge amount) of the target image
(the cooking image 30) is selected, and the trimming image 40 obtained through the trimming area determination process-
ing is shown preferentially or distinctively in the trimming image selection screen. This resultantly makes it possible that
the user can more readily select a trimming image 40 obtained through the trimming area determination processing
suitable for a characteristic of the target image (the cooking image 30).
[0184] In the image processing device 10 according to the sixth embodiment, the trimming area determination process-
ing data may be updated based on the result of selection by the user in the trimming image selection screen. In the
following, a structure for updating the trimming area determination processing data will be described.
[0185] In this modified example, selection result data, such as is shown in FIG. 21, for example, is stored in the storage
unit 12 (or the database 20). In the selection result data shown in FIG. 21, the distribution pattern information on the
edge amount is correlated to selection result information. The "distribution pattern information on the edge amount" is
similar to that shown in FIG. 19.
[0186] "Selection result information" indicates a number of selections of each of the first to eight trimming images 40.
In the selection result data shown in FIG. 21, the selection result information correlated to the first distribution pattern
information indicates a number of times at which the user selects each of the first to eight trimming images 40 in the
trimming image selection screen in the case where the distribution pattern of the edge amount of the target image
corresponds to the distribution pattern indicated by the first distribution pattern. This is similarly applicable to the selection
result information items correlated to the second to eighth respective distribution pattern information items.
[0187] In this modified example, the control unit 11 executes the processing shown in FIG. 22 after execution of the
processing at step S210 in FIG. 18.
[0188] That is, the control unit 11 determines whether or not the distribution pattern of the edge amount of the target
image obtained at step S201 corresponds to a distribution pattern indicated by any of the first to eighth distribution
pattern information items (S401). The processing at step S401 is similar to that at step S301 in FIG. 20.
[0189] When it is determined that the distribution pattern of the edge amount of the target image corresponds to a
distribution pattern indicated by any of the first to eighth distribution pattern information items, the control unit 11 updates
the selection result information correlated to that distribution pattern information (S402). For example, when the trimming
image 40 selected by the user in the trimming image selection screen is the first trimming image 40a and it is determined
at step S401 that the distribution pattern of the edge amount of the target image corresponds to the distribution pattern
indicated by the fourth distribution pattern information, the control unit 11 increases by one the "number of selections of
the first trimming image 40a" correlated to the fourth distribution pattern information.
[0190] After execution of the processing at step S402, the control unit 11 (update means) updates the trimming area
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determination processing data based on the selection result data (S403).
[0191] For example, in the example shown in FIG. 21, as the trimming image 40 with the largest number of selections
in the case where the distribution pattern of the edge amount of the target image corresponds to the distribution pattern
indicated by the seventh distribution pattern information is the eight trimming image 40h, the control unit 11 updates the
trimming area determination processing data such that the trimming area determination processing correlated to the
seventh distribution pattern information becomes trimming area determination processing corresponding to the eighth
trimming image 40h (that is, eighth trimming area determination processing).
[0192] Further, for example, in the example shown in FIG. 21, as the trimming image 40 with the largest number of
selections in the case where the distribution pattern of the edge amount of the target image corresponds to the distribution
pattern indicated by the eighth distribution pattern information is the seventh trimming image 40g, the control unit 11
updates the trimming area determination processing data such that the trimming area determination processing correlated
to the eighth distribution pattern information becomes trimming area determination processing corresponding to the
seventh trimming image 40g (that is, the seventh trimming area determination processing).
[0193] Meanwhile, when it is determined at step S401 that the distribution pattern of the edge amount of the target
image does not correspond to any of the distribution patterns indicated by the first to eighth respective distribution pattern
information items, the control unit 11 finishes this processing without executing the processing at steps S402 and S403.
With the above, description on the processing at FIG. 22 is finished.
[0194] In the above described manner, it is possible to review the correlation between the distribution pattern of the
edge amount of the image and the trimming area determination processing in consideration of the result of selection by
the user.
[0195] [Seventh Embodiment] In the following, a seventh embodiment of the present invention will be described. The
seventh embodiment corresponds to a modified example of the fifth embodiment. A hardware structure of the image
processing device 10 according to the seventh embodiment of the present invention is similar to that in the first embodiment
(see FIG. 1). In the image processing device 10 according to the seventh embodiment as well, a trimming image 40 of
an image stored in the database 20 (the cooking image 30) is generated.
[0196] Similar to the fifth embodiment, in the image processing device 10 according to the seventh embodiment as
well, a plurality of kinds of trimming area determination processings are prepared in advance (see FIGs 16, 19). In the
image processing device 10 according to the seventh embodiment, however, trimming area determination processing
suitable for a characteristic of a target image (the cooking image 30) is selected from among the plurality of kinds of
trimming area determination processings, and a trimming image 40 obtained through the trimming area determination
processing is stored as a thumbnail image of the target image. The image processing device 10 according to the seventh
embodiment is different from that in the fifth embodiment in this regard.
[0197] Processing that is executed in the image processing device 10 according to the seventh embodiment will be
described. FIG. 23 is a flowchart showing one example of processing that is executed in the image processing device
10 according to the seventh embodiment. Similar to the fifth embodiment, in the image processing device 10 according
to the seventh embodiment as well, trimming area determination processing data shown in FIG. 19 is stored, and the
processing shown in FIG. 23 is executed based on the trimming area determination processing data shown in FIG. 19.
[0198] As shown in FIG. 23, the control unit 11 obtains a target image from the database 20 (S501). Further, the
control unit 11 calculates the first edge amount and the second edge amount of each pixel of the target image (S502).
The processing at step S502 is similar to that at step S202 in FIG. 18.
[0199] Then, the control unit 11 determines whether or not the distribution pattern of the edge amount of the target
image obtained at step S501 corresponds to a distribution pattern indicated by any of the first to eighth distribution
pattern information items (S503). The processing at step S503 is similar to that at step S301 in FIG. 20.
[0200] When the distribution pattern of the edge amount of the target image corresponds to a distribution pattern
indicated by any of the first to eighth distribution pattern information items, the control unit 11 executes the trimming
area determination processing correlated to that distribution pattern information to determine a trimming area (S504).
The processing at step S504 is similar to that at steps S103 to S119 in FIGs 12 and 13.
[0201] Meanwhile, when the distribution pattern of the edge amount of the target image does not correspond to any
of the distribution patterns indicated by the first to eighth distribution pattern information items, the control unit 11 executes
predetermined trimming area determination processing (for example, the first trimming area determination processing)
among the first to eighth trimming area determination processings to determine a trimming area (S505). The processing
at step S505 is similar to that at steps S103 to S119 in FIGs 12 and 13.
[0202] After execution of the processing at step S504 or S505, the control unit 11 cuts out an image shown in the
trimming area determined at step S504 or S505 from the target image to thereby obtain the trimming image 40, and
stores the trimming image 40 in the database 20 so as to be correlated to the target image (S506). Then, the control
unit 11 displays the trimming image 40 on the display unit 16 (S507). With the above, description on the processing
shown in FIG. 23 is finished.
[0203] According to the above described image processing device 10 according to the seventh embodiment, trimming
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area determination processing suitable for a characteristic (the distribution pattern of the edge amount) of the target
image (the cooking image 30) is selected, and the trimming image 40 obtained through the trimming area determination
processing is stored as a thumbnail image of the target image.
[0204] The image processing device 10 according to the seventh embodiment may have the structures described in
the fifth and sixth embodiments as an option mode. That is, in the image processing device 10 according to the seventh
embodiment, the user may be able to select either of the processing shown in FIG. 23 and that in FIG. 18, and when
the processing shown in FIG. 18 is selected by the user, the processing shown in FIG. 22 (that is, update processing
for trimming area determination processing data) may be executed.
[0205] Note that the present invention is not limited to the above described first to seventh embodiments.
[0206] [1] For example, it is described in the above that a square image having a side of a length equal to the length
of the shorter side of the target image is obtained as the trimming image 40 of the target image. That is, it is described
that a square area having a side of a length equal to the length of the shorter side of the target image is set as the
trimming candidate area 60.
[0207] However, a square image having a side of a length different from the length of the shorter side of the target
image may be obtained as the trimming image 40 of the target image. That is, a square area having a side of a length
different from the length of the shorter side of the target image may be set as the trimming candidate area 60. Moreover,
a rectangular image may be obtained as the trimming image 40 of the target image. That is, a rectangular area may be
set as the trimming candidate area 60.
[0208] A case will be described below in which a rectangular image having a vertical side of a length ha and a horizontal
side of a length wa is obtained as the trimming image 40. That is, a case will be described below in which a rectangular
area having a vertical side of a length ha and a horizontal side of a length wa, such as is shown in FIG. 24, is set as the
trimming candidate area 60. FIGs 25 and 26 are flowcharts showing one example of processing that is executed in the
image processing device 10 in the case where the above described rectangular image as the trimming image 40 is
obtained.
[0209] As shown in FIG. 25, initially, the control unit 11 obtains a target image from the database 20 (S601). Then,
the control unit 11 calculates the edge amount of each pixel in the target image (S602). The processing at steps S601
and S602 is similar to that at step S101 and S102 in FIG. 12.
[0210] Further, the control unit 11 initializes the variables i, j, px, py, Emax to zero (S603). Then, the control unit 11
calculates an evaluation value E for a rectangular area (the trimming candidate area 60) having an upper left end pixel
at (i, j) and a vertical side and a horizontal side of lengths ha, wa, respectively (S604). The processing at step S604 is
similar to that at steps S105 and S112 in FIG. 12.
[0211] After execution of the processing at step S604, the control unit 11 determines whether or not the evaluation
value E calculated at step S604 is larger than the variable Emax (S605). When the evaluation value E is larger than the
variable Emax, the control unit 11 sets the variable Emax to the evaluation value E calculated at step S604 (S606). Further,
the control unit 11 sets the variables px, py to the variables i, j, respectively (S607). With the processing at steps S605
to S607, the variable Emax results in indicating the maximum value of the evaluation value E, and the variables px, py
result in indicating the values of the variables i, j when the evaluation value E is maximized.
[0212] When the processing at steps S606, S607 is executed or it is determined at step S605 that the evaluation value
E is not larger than the variable Emax, the control unit 11 adds one to the variable j (S608). Then, the control unit 11
determines whether or not the variable j is equal to or smaller than the value (h-ha-1) (S609).
[0213] When the variable j is equal to or smaller than the value (h-ha-1), the control unit 11 examines again the
processing at step S604. Meanwhile, when the variable j is not equal to or smaller than the value (h-ha-1), the control
unit 11 adds one to the variable i (S610). Thereafter, the control unit 11 determines whether or not the variable i is equal
to or smaller than the value (w-wa-1) (S611).
[0214] When the variable i is equal to or smaller than the value (w-wa-1), the control unit 11 initializes the variable j
to zero (S612), and examines again the processing at step S604. Meanwhile, when the variable i is not equal to or
smaller than the value (w-wa-1), the control unit 11 determines a rectangular area having an upper left end pixel at (px,
py) and a vertical side ha and a horizontal side wa as the trimming area (S613).
[0215] Then, the control unit 11 obtains the trimming image 40 (S614). That is, the control unit 11 cuts out an image
shown in the trimming area determined at step S613 from the target image to thereby obtain the trimming image 40.
Then, the control unit 11 stores the trimming image 40 in the database 20 so as to be correlated to the target image.
Further, the control unit 11 displays the trimming image 40 obtained at step S614 on the display unit 16 (S615). With
the above, description on the processing shown in FIGs 25 and 26 is finished.
[0216] [2] For example, when there is a part that is adjacent to an end part of the trimming image 40 obtained by the
trimming image obtaining unit 56 and that includes no pixel with the edge amount equal to or larger than a reference
amount, the trimming image obtaining unit 56 may remove that part.
[0217] FIG. 27 shows one example of the trimming image 40. In FIG. 27, the reference numeral 90a indicates a first
side of the trimming image 40, the reference numerals 90b, 90c indicate second and third sides, respectively, of the
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trimming image 40 that are orthogonal to the first side 90a, and the reference numeral 90d indicates a straight line in
parallel to the first side 90a and orthogonal to the second side 90b and the third side 90c. The diagonally lined area 92
in the trimming image 40 is an area enclosed by the first side 90a, the second side 90b, the third side 90c, and the
straight line 90d. For example, in the case of absence of a pixel with the edge amount equal to or larger than the reference
amount in the diagonally lined area 92, the trimming image obtaining unit 56 may remove the diagonally lined area 92
from the trimming image 40.
[0218] For example, when no pixel with the edge amount equal to or larger than the reference amount is included in
the diagonally lined area 92 of the trimming image 40 obtained from the cooking image 30, the diagonally lined area 92
may often be an area not showing food but showing a table or the like, for example. Therefore, the above described
arrangement enables elimination of an unnecessary area.
[0219] [3] For example, although it is described in the above that the cooking image contributed by the contributor is
stored in the database 20, an image stored in the database 20 is not limited to the cooking image 30. The present
invention can be applied to a case in which a trimming image (a thumbnail image) is generated from an image other
than the cooking image 30.

Claims

1. An image processing device, comprising:

setting means for setting a plurality of trimming candidate areas in a target image;
calculation means for calculating, with respect to each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas, a total value
of edge amounts of pixels in the trimming candidate area;
determination means for determining a trimming area from among the plurality of trimming candidate areas,
based on the total value of each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas; and
obtaining means for obtaining an image in the trimming area.

2. The image processing device according to claim 1, wherein
the determination means comprises means for determining a trimming candidate area of which the total value is a
maximum among the plurality of trimming candidate areas as the trimming area.

3. The image processing device according to claim 1 or 2, further comprising second calculation means for calculating,
with respect to each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas, a divided value or an inverted value thereof, the
divided value being obtained by dividing the total value of the trimming candidate area by the total value of edge
amounts of pixels in at least one boundary part of the trimming candidate area, wherein
the determination means determines the trimming area from among the plurality of trimming candidate areas, based
on the divided value or the inverted value of each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas.

4. The image processing device according to claim 3, wherein
the determination means comprises means for determining a trimming candidate area of which the divided value is
a maximum or a trimming candidate area of which the inverted value is a minimum among the plurality of trimming
candidate areas as the trimming area.

5. The image processing device according to claim 3 or 4, further comprising:

means for calculating, with respect to each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas, a total value of edge
amounts of pixels in a first boundary part of the trimming candidate area as a first total value; and
means for calculating, with respect to each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas, a total value of edge
amounts of pixels in a second boundary part of the trimming candidate area as a second total value, the second
boundary part being opposite to the first boundary part, wherein

the second calculation means calculates, with respect to each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas,
a divided value or an inverted value thereof, the divided value being obtained by dividing the total value of
the trimming candidate area by larger one of the first total value and the second total value of the trimming
candidate area.

6. The image processing device according to any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein
the calculation means calculates a weighted total value of the edge amounts of the pixels in the trimming candidate
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area as the total value of the edge amounts of the pixels in the trimming candidate area, and
the calculation means sets a higher weight for an edge amount of a pixel in a middle part of the trimming candidate
area than a weight for an edge amount of a pixel in a boundary part of the trimming candidate area.

7. The image processing device according to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein
the edge amount is an amount relevant to a difference in brightness between a pixel and a pixel around the pixel.

8. The image processing device according to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein
the edge amount is an amount relevant to a difference in hue between a pixel and a pixel around the pixel.

9. The image processing device according to any one of claims 1 to 8, further comprising:

means for removing a part including an end part of the image in the trimming area and including no pixel of
which an edge amount is equal to or larger than a reference amount.

10. The image processing device according to claim 1, further comprising means for storing correlation data for correlating
distribution pattern information to each of a plurality of kinds of trimming area determination processings for deter-
mining the trimming area from among the plurality of trimming candidate areas, the distribution pattern information
being information on a distribution pattern of an edge amount of an image, wherein
the determination means determines the trimming area from among the plurality of trimming candidate areas based
on the total value of each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas, through trimming area determination processing
correlated to a distribution pattern of an edge amount of the target image.

11. The image processing device according to claim 10, wherein
the determination means comprises means for determining a plurality of trimming areas corresponding to the plurality
of kinds of trimming area determination processings by determining the trimming area from among the plurality of
trimming candidate areas based on the total value of each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas, through each
of the plurality of kinds of trimming area determination processings, and
the image processing device further comprises:

display control means for displaying images in the plurality of trimming areas on display means;
receiving means for receiving at least one image selected by a user among the images in the plurality of trimming
areas; and
update means for updating the correlation data based on a result of selection by the user.

12. The image processing device according to claim 1, further comprising means for storing correlation data for correlating
distribution pattern information to each of a plurality of kinds of trimming area determination processings for deter-
mining the trimming area from among the plurality of trimming candidate areas, the distribution pattern information
being information on a distribution pattern of an edge amount of an image, wherein
the determination means comprises means for determining a plurality of trimming areas corresponding to the plurality
of kinds of trimming area determination processings by determining the trimming area from among the plurality of
trimming candidate areas based on the total value of each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas, through each
of the plurality of kinds of trimming area determination processings,
the image processing device further comprises:

display control means for displaying images in the plurality of trimming areas on display means; and
receiving means for receiving at least one image selected by a user among the images in the plurality of trimming
areas; and

the display control means displays preferentially or distinctively an image in a trimming area corresponding to
trimming area determination processing correlated to a distribution pattern of an edge amount of the target image,
among the images in the plurality of trimming areas.

13. The image processing device according to claim 12, further comprising update means for updating the correlation
data based on a result of selection by the user.

14. The image processing device according to any one of claims 10 to 13, wherein
the plurality of kinds of trimming area determination processings include:
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trimming area determination processing for determining a trimming candidate area of which the total value is a
maximum among the plurality of trimming candidate areas as the trimming area, and
trimming area determination processing for determining a trimming candidate area of which a divided value is
a maximum among the plurality of trimming candidate areas as the trimming area, the divided value being
obtained by dividing the total value by a total value of edge amounts of pixels in at least one boundary part of
the trimming candidate area.

15. The image processing device according to any one of claims 10 to 14, wherein
the calculation means comprises:

first calculation means for calculating, with respect to each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas, a total
value of first edge amounts of pixels in the trimming candidate area as a first total value, and
second calculation means for calculating, with respect to each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas, a
total value of second edge amounts of pixels in the trimming candidate area as a second total value,

the first edge amount is an amount relevant to a difference in hue between a pixel and a pixel around the pixel,
the second edge amount is an amount relevant to a difference in brightness between a pixel and a pixel around the
pixel, and
the plurality of kinds of trimming area determination processings include:

trimming area determination processing for determining a trimming area from among the plurality of trimming
candidate areas based on the first total value of each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas, and
trimming area determination processing for determining a trimming area from among the plurality of trimming
candidate areas based on the second total value of each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas.

16. The image processing device according to any one of claims 1 to 15, wherein
the setting means sets a partial area in the target image as a trimming candidate area, and moves the trimming
candidate area vertically and/or horizontally in the target image to thereby set the plurality of trimming candidate areas.

17. A method for controlling an image processing device, the method comprising:

a setting step of setting a plurality of trimming candidate areas in a target image;
a calculation step of calculating, with respect to each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas, a total value
of edge amounts of pixels in the trimming candidate area;
a determination step of determining a trimming area from among the plurality of trimming candidate areas,
based on the total value of each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas; and
an obtaining step of obtaining an image in the trimming area.

18. A program for causing a computer to function as:

setting means for setting a plurality of trimming candidate areas in a target image;
calculation means for calculating, with respect to each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas, a total value
of edge amounts of pixels in the trimming candidate area;
determination means for determining a trimming area from among the plurality of trimming candidate areas,
based on the total value of each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas; and
obtaining means for obtaining an image in the trimming area.

19. A computer readable information storage medium storing a program for causing a computer to function as:

setting means for setting a plurality of trimming candidate areas in a target image;
calculation means for calculating, with respect to each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas, a total value
of edge amounts of pixels in the trimming candidate area;
determination means for determining a trimming area from among the plurality of trimming candidate areas,
based on the total value of each of the plurality of trimming candidate areas; and
obtaining means for obtaining an image in the trimming area.
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